If visualization is more effective when accompanied by narration, why not superimpose visualization on narration? This might result in better transfer of learning. We will present a general framework for such superimposed visualization, called overlay visualization. The objectives for the design of our framework are 1) to separate the application from the visualization; and 2) to separate the specification from the rendering. We will describe a few applications of overlay visualization for programming and provide examples from our implementation of overlay visualization for software tutors called problets. The advantages of overlay visualization include: less cognitive load on the learner, and automatic support for both path and state visualization.
Introduction
Researchers have found that on problem-solving transfer tasks [10] animation with narration outperforms animation only, narration only, or narration before animation. Similarly, on recall tasks, narration with visual presentation outperforms narration before visual presentation [1] . These results support a dual-coding hypothesis [13] that suggests two types of connections among stimuli and representations: representational connections between stimuli and the corresponding representations (verbal and visual), and referential connections between verbal and visual representations.
What if visual presentation is superimposed on narration? In programming problems, what if visual presentation is superimposed on the program code? We conjecture that this will promote better referential connections between visual and verbal representations and result in better transfer from visual representation to the concepts being learned. To support such visualization, we have developed a framework of what we will henceforth refer to as overlay visualization.
Overlay Visualization is the superimposition of graphics on the material to be visualized. In the context of programming, it is superimposing graphics on code. We will first describe a general framework for overlay visualization in section 2. Next, in section 3, we will discuss some applications of overlay visualization for program visualization. We will illustrate with examples from our implementation of overlay visualization for programming tutors called problets (www.problets.org) [6] . In section 4, we will present the current implementation. Finally in section 5, we will discuss the advantages of overlay visualization and compare it with prior work.
A General Framework for Overlay Visualization
Objectives: We had two objectives for our overlay visualization framework: 1) to separate the application from the visualization; and 2) to separate the specification from the rendering.
While separating the application from the visualization, we wanted to ensure two objectives: 1) maximize the flexibility of visualization; and 2) minimize the overhead of specifying such visualization. Separating the specification from the rendering and using a declarative representation for the specification increases the flexibility of the framework. The specification can be coded by hand, generated automatically by a program, or specified by the learner using mouse gestures. In all these cases, the visualizer that translates the specification into visualization would be the same.
We identified two layers of separation between the application and the visualization: a layer of visual primitives and a layer of graphical primitives.
Graphical Primitives:
The graphical primitives that we have implemented so far are: 1) Box -draws/animates a box, 2) Arrow -draws/animates an arrow, 3) Ellipse -draws/animates an ellipse, 4) Text -draws/animates a string of text.
Visual Primitives:
The visual primitives that we have identified and implemented so far are: 1) Point at certain words or lines of code using arrows, 2) Highlight lines of feedback and/or code using boxes, 3) Circle lines of feedback and/or code using ellipses, 4) Connect two circled segments of code with an arrow, and 5) Animate a given segment of text.
Visual Specification: A visual specification consists of the type of the visual primitive, the line in the code for which the visual primitive needs to be created, whether the visual primitive should be drawn or animated, the order in which the visual primitives must be drawn/animated, and the color in which the visual primitive must be rendered. Since the visual specification is declarative in nature, it can be generated in several ways, as mentioned earlier:
• Automatically generated by the application: The application that uses the overlay visualization can automatically determine the lines of code that must be visualized, the visual primitives with which they should be visualized, and the order in which they should be visualized, and generate the visual specifications accordingly.
• Specified by the learner: The learner can use mouse gestures to specify the visual primitives that should be used, the lines of code for which the primitives should be used, and the order in which they should be rendered.
Visualizer:
The visualizer (shown as a dark box in Figure 1 ) gets a declarative list of visual specifications as input, e.g., a list of specifications to illustrate the execution of a for loop, while loop, or switch statement. The Visualizer creates the visual primitives corresponding to the visual specifications. The visual primitives in turn create the graphical primitives needed to render them. During rendering, the Visualizer sequences the rendering of the visual primitives, which in turn delegate the rendering to their corresponding graphical primitives.
Applications of Overlay Visualization
Overlay visualization can be used for various purposes in program visualization: to visualize the control flow in a program, visualize the data flow in a program, cluster the code by functionality, set off missing stages in the lifetime of a variable, etc. In each case, the visualization serves to focus the attention of the learner on the segments of code that are of immediate interest. We will present examples of control flow visualization, data flow visualization and error highlighting from our implementation of overlay visualization for programming tutors called problets. We plan to have problets automatically generate this specification as they execute the program, by keeping tracking of the line numbers of the lines of code that are executed.
Control flow Visualization
Setting off an error: When a program object does not go through the correct sequence of state transitions, it may end up in an error state, e.g., a variable is not assigned before it is referenced, a pointer is not allocated before it is de-referenced, or a loop is not updated in its body. Overlay visualization can be used to highlight or set off the missing state transition and clarify the origin of the error.
Data flow visualization clarifies the sequence of transformations applied to one or more variables in a program. Data flow visualization is especially helpful when operations are applied to a variable in non-contiguous sections of a program. It complements data space visualization provided in systems such as Jeliot 3 [2] and problets [7] -whereas data space visualization provides a snapshot of the latest values of all the variables in a program, data flow visualization displays the sequence of operations performed on one or more variables that can explain their latest value. An example of data flow visualization generated by the overlay visualizer is shown in Figure 3 . The specification provided to the visualizer was: Clustering code: When analyzing the behavior of a program, clustering together logically related lines of code greatly helps comprehension, e.g., drawing boxes around each loop in a program with nested loops (e.g., see [6] ). Overlay visualization can be used for this purpose. Whereas code and data flow visualization map time onto space, i.e., map behavior of the program at discrete events of time on to the text of the code, clustering maps space onto space, i.e., maps discrete lines of code into related clusters.
Use of Overlay Visualization in Problets
We will now describe the use of overlay visualization for presenting problems, automatically solving them, entering answers and grading in problets.
Consider the following C++ code presented by a problet on variables:
void main() { int index = 855; int volume = -976; index = volume; int count = volume; cout << index; cout << volume; } The problet knows that the variable index is declared, assigned and referenced on lines 5, 7, and 9 in the program. Based on this information, it automatically generates the following visual specifications:
Piskuliyski and Kumar The visualization corresponding to these specifications, which is automatically generated by the problet, is shown in Figure 5 . The problet prompts the student to visualize the data flow of the variable index using mouse gestures. The student connects line 5 and 7 with a click-and-drag gesture, and lines 5 and 10 with another click-and-drag gesture as shown in Figure 4 . The problet translates these gestures to the following visual specifications:
(i) CONNECT line 5 to line 7
(ii) CONNECT line 7 to line 10 Finally, the problet compares the correct visual specifications with the specifications generated by the student through mouse gestures, and provides the following feedback: You have correctly connected line 5 and 7 You have incorrectly connected line 7 and 10
Discussion
There are several advantages to using overlay visualization:
• Less Cognitive load: There is less cognitive load if both the code and the visualization are displayed on the same panel. The student doesnt have to alternate between two separate panels, and mentally put together the information from the two panels. His/her attention will be focused on both the code and the visualization at the same time.
• Execution History: As compared to code visualization, where only the currently executing line of code is highlighted (e.g., [8] ), overlay visualization automatically supports the display of execution history. Including execution history is one of the ways to improve the effectiveness of visualization [12] . In other words, overlay visualization supports path visualization (execution history), just as easily as state visualization (a current snapshot of the program being executed).
• Active learning: One of the recommendations for improving the effectiveness of visualization is to let the learner construct his/her own visualization [12] , [4] . This will promote visual as well as active learning. With overlay visualization, students can construct their own visualization using mouse gestures. For example students can specify Connect and Point by dragging the mouse, highlight by double-clicking the mouse, etc. The user interface can translate mouse gestures into visualization specifications, which can then be compared with the correct specifications to provide feedback to the learner.
Overlay visualization is meant to be used as a supplement to, and not a substitute for the traditional types of visualization used for program analysis, such as data space visualization (snapshot of all the variables and their values), data flow visualization (highlighting the flow of data from one variable/object to another), code visualization (highlighting the line of code that is currently being executed), control space visualization (flowchart of the program, call graph, UML diagram, etc.), and control flow visualization (highlighting the path of execution of a program) provided in visual debuggers (e.g., Retrovue http://www.retroview.com/, whyline [5] ), program visualizers (e.g., Jeliot 3 [11] ) and concept visualizers (e.g., [3] [9] ).
Overlay visualization is proposed as a tool, not as a specific type of program visualization -as a matter of fact, it can be used for many of the traditional types of program visualization mentioned above. We believe that it is especially effective for data flow and control flow visualization since it superimposes the visualization on the program code, thereby reducing the student's cognitive load. Overlay visualization is not even restricted to program visualization -it can be used to connect the sequence of arguments/stream of thought in text, highlight clues in a puzzle, highlight the structure of a web page, etc. Meta-data can be used to automatically generate such overlay visualization.
Representation of the program text is the most basic form of program comprehension [14] . Since overlay visualization is superimposed on program text, it is especially suitable for novice programmers. Traditionally, program visualization systems visualize the program for the student. With overlay visualization, it is also easy to have the student specify the visualization using two of the most basic facilities: the program text, which is the most basic form of representation of the program (as compared to data space, flowchart, class graph, UML diagram, etc. which require a deeper understanding of the program), and mouse gestures, which are the most primitive form of user interaction. So, overlay visualization is especially amenable to active learning, and for use by novice programmers.
We plan to evaluate the effectiveness of overlay visualization in problets in fall 2006.
